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GEZE at Architect@Work

GEZE is presenting two innovative door solutions at ARCHITECT@WORK in Munich
and in Düsseldorf. The MSW Com fort locking concept greatly sim plifies the
construction and disassem bly of shop and system fronts. GEZE is presenting the FA
GC 170 w ireless extension and the TS 5000 SoftClose overhead door closer for smart,
convenient retrofitting of existing doors.
“ARCHITECT@WORK” is an important industry meeting point for us to present new
products and discuss w ith architects and planners. Through close contact even during the
project planning and brainstorming phase, w e can optimally combine the expertise of all
actors involved – and by doing so, develop door and w indow solutions that are more
convenient, more attractive and safer” says Gabi Bauer, Head of International Marketing at
GEZE GmbH.
MSW Com fort: Locking concept for m anual sliding w all system s
The MSW Comfort mechanical, automatic panel locking mechanism simplifies the
construction and disassembly of shop fronts in shop fitting and of system fronts. This
innovative GEZE solution makes operating manual sliding w all systems much more
convenient, fast, and safe: When the glass elements are pushed, they lock together and into
the floor automatically using an activator unit integrated into the low er element profile.
Manual operation of the low er element profile, w hich w ould require the operator to bend
dow n, is not needed.
System com posed of FA GC 170 and TS 5000 SoftClose: Wireless extension and
overhead door closer
The new GEZE w ireless extension for hold-open systems and the TS 5000 SoftClose door
closer create a smart system for building automation, in particular for retrofitting existing
buildings. The FA GC 170 w ireless extension requires no separate cables to ceiling-mounted
detectors or manual trigger sw itches, and is also a great choice for buildings subject to
historic preservation orders. The TS 5000 SoftClose overhead door closer ensures that self -
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closing doors close reliably, safely, quickly and noiselessly. This solution is an especially
good choice for doors used in preventative fire protection, for instance in clinics, hotels or
apartment buildings, as w ell as in difficult installation areas, such as narrow passagew ays
out of underground garages, stairw ells or for exterior doors.
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You can find GEZE at
ARCHITECT@WORK Munich from 6 to 7 November 2019 (Hall B6, Stand no. 1)
ARCHITECT@WORK Düsseldorf from 4 to 5 December 2019 (Hall 8B, Stand no. 4)
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